
Oak trees are like big, strong giants in the forest! They have tall trunks and branches that
reach high up into the sky. Oak trees are really important because they provide homes for
many animals like squirrels, birds, and insects. These animals live in the branches and
make nests or hide their food there.

But that's not all! Oak trees are also special because they give us something yummy to
eat. Have you ever seen acorns? They are like little brown hats that fall from the oak trees.
Squirrels love to eat them, and sometimes people even make flour out of acorns to bake
yummy things like cookies and bread. So next time you see an oak tree, remember how
amazing they are for nature and all the creatures that depend on them!

GETTING TO KNOW
OAK TREES



Scots pine trees can grow very big! They have tall trunks with reddish-brown bark and
pointy needles that look like little brushes. Scots pine trees are important because they
provide homes for many animals, just like oak trees. Birds build their nests in the
branches, and squirrels love to climb and play around them.

But that's not all! Scots pine trees also give us something special. Have you ever seen
pinecones? Inside the pinecones, there are tiny seeds called pine nuts. People can eat
these pine nuts, and they taste really yummy! 

Scots pine trees also help the Earth in many ways. Like all trees, they give us clean air to
breathe by taking in carbon dioxide and releasing fresh oxygen, just like oak trees. They
also provide shade from the hot sun and help protect the soil from erosion. 

GETTING TO KNOW
SCOTS PINE



Holly trees are like beautiful, green decorations in nature! They have shiny, pointy leaves
that are usually dark green and have sharp edges. Holly trees are important because they
provide homes and food for many animals. Birds love to build their nests in the branches
and hide in the dense leaves to stay safe from predators.

But that's not all! Holly trees also give us something special during the winter season.
Have you ever seen holly berries? They are like little bright red or orange balls that grow
on the holly tree. These berries are not only pretty to look at but also provide food for birds
and other animals when it's hard to find other food in the wintertime.

Holly trees are also symbols of celebration during the holiday season. People often use
holly branches with their beautiful red berries to decorate their homes. Holly adds a festive
touch and brings joy and happiness to the holiday spirit.

GETTING TO KNOW
HOLLY TREES



Alder trees have smooth bark that can be grey or brown, and their leaves are shaped like
little round ovals. Alder trees are important because they help create a special place for
many creatures to live. They love to grow near rivers and streams, and their roots help
hold the soil together, preventing erosion.

But that's not all! Alder trees are also very generous. They give us something amazing
called "cones." These cones are not like the ones you find on pine trees. Alder cones are
like little woody balls that are filled with tiny seeds. Birds and squirrels enjoy munching on
these seeds and use them as a tasty treat.

Alder trees are also superheroes for the environment. They have a special ability to take
nitrogen from the air and put it into the soil. This helps other plants and trees around them
grow big and strong. They're like nature's fertiliser!

GETTING TO KNOW
ALDER TREES



Bird cherry trees are like a burst of joy in nature! They have beautiful clusters of white
flowers that smell sweet and attract buzzing bees and butterflies. Bird cherry trees are
important because they provide food for many creatures, especially birds. When the
flowers turn into small black fruits, birds come and feast on them, filling their bellies with
delicious treats.

But that's not all! Bird cherry trees also bring beauty and color to the surroundings. When
they bloom in spring, their flowers create a lovely sight, turning the tree into a stunning
white cloud. It's like a magical fairy tale happening right in front of our eyes!

GETTING TO KNOW
BIRD CHERRY



Hornbeam trees are like strong and reliable friends in the forest! They have smooth, gray
bark and leaves that are shaped like little pointed ovals. Hornbeam trees are important
because they provide shelter and food for many animals. Birds often build their nests in
the branches, and squirrels find a safe place to hide their acorns.

But that's not all! Hornbeam trees also have special seeds called "nuts." These nuts are
small and hard, and animals like squirrels love to nibble on them. They provide a tasty
snack and a good source of energy.

Hornbeam trees are also great for the environment. Their leaves create a thick canopy
that shades the forest floor, helping to keep it cool and moist. They also help prevent soil
erosion with their strong root system, holding the soil together and protecting it from being
washed away by rain.

GETTING TO KNOW
HORNBEAM



Birch trees have smooth, papery bark that peels off in thin sheets, revealing shades of
white, grey, and even sometimes brown. Birch trees are important because they provide
homes and food for many animals. Birds make their nests in the branches, and insects like
to crawl around the bark, creating a busy world of tiny creatures.

But that's not all! Birch trees also give us something special. Have you ever seen birch
sap? It's a clear liquid that comes out of the tree trunk in the spring. People can collect this
sap and make delicious drinks or even syrup from it! It's like a natural sweet treat from the
birch tree.

Birch trees are also helpful for the environment. Their leaves provide shade for other
plants and animals, and they help keep the air clean by absorbing pollutants. Birch trees
are like nature's air purifiers!

GETTING TO KNOW
BIRCH TREES



Hazel trees have smooth, greyish-brown bark and leaves that are shaped like little ovals
with jagged edges. Hazel trees are important because they provide homes and food for
many creatures. Birds build their nests in the branches, and squirrels love to scamper up
and down the tree, collecting and storing hazelnuts.

But that's not all! Hazel trees also give us something delicious. Have you ever tasted
hazelnuts? They are small, round nuts that grow on the tree. People love to eat them as
snacks, and they are used in yummy treats like chocolate spreads and cookies. Hazelnuts
are like tiny treasures from the hazel tree.

Hazel trees are also helpful for nature. They are great for the soil because their fallen
leaves decay and enrich it with nutrients. They also provide shade for other plants and
animals, creating a cosy and cool spot in the forest.

GETTING TO KNOW
HAZEL TREES



Juniper trees are like wise guardians of the wilderness! They have scaly bark that can be
gray or reddish-brown, and their leaves are needle-like and very pointy. Juniper trees are
important because they provide shelter and food for many animals. Birds find safe places
to build their nests among the branches, and small animals like rabbits and squirrels seek
protection in the dense foliage.

But that's not all! Juniper trees also give us something special. Have you ever smelled the
berries of a juniper tree? They have a unique and refreshing scent! Juniper berries are tiny  
dark blue or purple berries. Some animals, like birds, eat the berries, and people use them
to add flavour to certain dishes and even make special drinks like gin.

Juniper trees are also valuable for the environment. They can survive in harsh conditions
and help prevent soil erosion with their strong root systems. They also provide important
shelter and food sources for wildlife.

GETTING TO KNOW
JUNIPER



Crab apple trees are like enchanting fairies in the orchard! They have lovely branches with
pretty pink or white flowers that bloom in the spring. Crab apple trees are important
because they provide food for many animals, including birds and small mammals. When
the flowers turn into small apples, animals can enjoy a tasty treat and find nourishment.

But that's not all! Crab apples are also used by people to make delicious treats. Have you
ever tasted apple pie or apple sauce? Some people use crab apples to make these
yummy treats because they have a slightly tart flavour that adds a special twist to recipes.

Crab apple trees are also beneficial for the environment. They help to beautify our
surroundings with their vibrant flowers and provide shade to other plants and creatures.
Bees love to visit the blossoms, collecting nectar to make honey, and pollinating other
plants along the way.

GETTING TO KNOW
CRAB APPLE



Bilberry plants are like nature's hidden treasure! They are small, low-growing plants with
delicate green leaves and beautiful purple or black berries. Bilberry plants are important
because they provide food for many creatures, especially birds and small mammals.
These animals feast on the delicious berries and help spread the seeds to grow more
bilberry plants.

But that's not all! Bilberries are also a superfood for humans. Have you ever tasted a
bilberry? They are similar to blueberries but smaller and packed with nutrients. People
love to eat them fresh or use them in pies, jams, and smoothies because they are not only
tasty but also good for our bodies.

Remember, it's important never to eat berries unless you're totally sure that they are
safe! Some berries can be poisonous!

GETTING TO KNOW
BILBERRY



Dog rose plants are like graceful climbers in the wild! They have long, arching branches
adorned with delicate pink or white flowers. Dog rose plants are important because they
provide food and shelter for many animals. Bees and butterflies are attracted to their
sweet-scented blossoms, collecting nectar and spreading pollen as they visit. Birds often
make their nests within the thorny branches, finding safety and protection.

But that's not all! Dog rose plants also bear fruit called rose hips. Rose hips are small,
round or oval fruits that are bright red or orange when ripe. They are rich in vitamin C and
other nutrients, making them a valuable food source for animals and humans alike. Some
people even use rose hips to make delicious jams, jellies, and herbal teas!

Dog rose plants also contribute to the beauty of nature. Their flowers add a touch of
elegance to the landscape, and their thorny branches create natural barriers, offering
shelter to smaller plants and animals.

GETTING TO KNOW
DOG ROSE


